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IS "JOHNKNOX'SHOUSE" ENTITLED TOTHENAbfE, BPDHARLES 
J. QlJTEltIe, ADVOCATE, P.&A. Scm. 

In this papw I pmposs to SnswoT the old queatioll,-“ Tell me, I pray 
thee, where the seer’s house is 1” (1 Sam. ix. 18), and to maintain that 
what we have all hitherto known aa John Knox’s House in the High 
Street of Edinburgh is entitled to that name, because, during a portion 
at least of his residence in Edinburgh, John Knox raided in it 

The house baa survfved aasanlta from many qusr+era In 1849 the 
Dean of Cuikl ordered ita removal 88 dangerous, and also, it in believed, 
because it unduly narmwnd the street Thin attack we snccw.fully 
repelled by the proprietors of the hoose, nobly assist-4 by tho Society 
of Antiquaries, led by the Honorary Secretary, Mr-now Sir Daniel- 
Wilson, and backed up by a large e&ion of the (laneral publio thmugh- 
out Scotland. 

Thereafter the boaae was Rpaired at great cost. The roof ww m- 
nened. The upper portion of the fmnt wall above whers the outside 
nwdsork begins, wa8 taken down and rebuilt with the old stones; 
the projecting window on the south side which had fallen down at the 
time when the front of the adjoining house,Lold Ralmeriw’e, collapsed, 
van replaced; modem internal divisions wem taken on& and other re- 
pairs wem &&ad from time to time, with the view first to r&ore the 
how as nearly 88 possible ta its original condition when it WRB Knox’s 
residence, and second, to ensure its permanence. Recently the lower, 
and in tbemsalvea lese interesting, moma have been fitted up aa 8 
librsrg for John Knox’8 works in all their editions, for writings of bin 
contem~mriea, and for later writings illustrative of his life and tines ; 
and also aa L gallery of portraita of Knox and hia eontemporarie~~, and 
picturea of the place in Scotland, England,’ France, and Switzerland in 
which he lived and laboured. 

The temple of Jenue remained shut for thirty-five yean But in 
1887 there appeared in the London Standard a letter stating tlut, 
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while thesite of the present house ww the site of Km& actual resi- 
dence, the present house itself was not more than forty yeam old, and 
that it had in abort no mom to do with John Knox than with John 
Bunyan. The startling thing about this letter wea that the writer pm- 
feseed to “mind the biggin’ o’t.” It fell to me ta point out in reply 
that the writer was confounding John &xi’s how with the adjoining 
house of Lord Bslmerino, *hioh Wan entirely removexl about the date 
mentioned by him. He did not attempt a rejoinder; and 80 that siege 
\pils raised. Recently an attack on the authenticity of the house has 
been made in this learned Society. Dr Miller has not directly asaerted 
his ability to pmve that Knot never resided In the house which now 
bears his name, but I observe tbnt the newvsp$zti which have dealt with 
the matter have assumed that to have been his object; and I shall dis- 
cuss the matter on that footing, and give the reasona why I think this 
IMV assault has left entirely untouched the authenticity of the house 
popularly known as John Knof’a. 

By 8omo it may be thought that 1 am attaching too much importance 
ta the qu&ion. lfmm this opinion I venture to differ. I prefer the 
view taken by thie Society in i849. The proprietors of the house 
might be considered prejudiced in ita favour when, appaling for funds 
ta rep& the house, they said, ‘$1~ raising the necessary sum 
we lwk for aid of the Society of Scottish Antiquaries and the public 
generally, who have so nobly stepped fonwd at the very hint of outrage 
ta o dear B r&a.” The action of the Society of Autiquarien cannot be 
thus diacountaL Sir Daniel Wilson, writing on 25th June of that year 
on behalf of our Committee, referred to the house aa “eo interesting a 
relic, and 80 picturesque an ornament of our Scottish capital,” and said : 
‘I The Committee are unanimous in their desire to leave no menns un- 
employed for rescuing the ancient mansion from deatrwtion.” At the 
citizena’ meeting held in the sane month, chiefly convened through Sir 
Daniel’s exertions, a reesolution wan paned “&ongly reprobating the 
destruction of the mension of the great Scottish Xeformer 00 diagraeeful 
to the national chamoter, and destructive of one of the mod interesting 
features of the Scottish capital j” and in 8 circular issued by B geneml 
committee, comprising such ulen ~9 Adam Black, 8ir George Haney, 
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Sir William Allan, Pmfessor Shank More, Sir Junea Y. Simpson, Dr 
David I&g, and Sir De&l Wilson (I name them by their later and 
mom f&liar deaignstions), thin statement wan made I--‘% Committee 
carddently appeal ta every true-hearted Scotamsn to ahow, in an age 
when Germany hns preserved the lodginga of G&he and Miller-when 
Italy stii reverea the monaion of Tassq and venerates even +e doorway 
of Dante’s house-when England hna just rescued fmm destmction the 
dwelling bf Shakespear~nd ahen France holds sacred the housea of 
Comeille and Voltaire-that Scotlnnd regatda aa no leess sacred her 
memorials of genius, and the debt of gmtitudo sha owea to her great 
Refcnmar.” 

Fint consider on wham doea the burden of proof lia I unhesitat- 
ingly wert that the pnua, and II very heavy OIIUB, lien on anyone who 
asarts that Knox’s house hiw no title to the name. They have to 
ovemoma the erunmou~~ presomption which ties fmm the recorded 
acceptance of the genuinenew of the house since, at lea& 1806, when 
the house wan described aa Km&s in Stark’s “Picture of Edinburgh,” 
published in that year. I shell show immediately that prior ta that 
data there were no publications in which you would expect to tid tbe 
tradition mentioned If 80, thence arisen another presumption, reoog- 
nieed in all system of law becanse derived fmm wmmon sense, that a 
tradition pmbable in itself and reported 80 long ago aa universally 
accepted, must be presumed to have come down from the time to which 
it relates. 

Observe the facta BS to thii universal b&f in the genuineneea of John 
Knox’s howa. 

Xot only hse this house been treated in all guidebooks and biatoriea 
written during thin century aa entitled to the nsurm, but all then worka 
dealing with the eubjeot written by the most competent oatiqunries have 
equnlly admitted tbe justice of the claim. I refer ta N&I b&n 88 Sii 
Daniel Win’s &morialr ol BZnfiurg& and the Bannatyne Club’8 
clmtm of the tZbUe&te t%wh of St Gila, Edinbwgh. Further, 
the house haa been accepted as genuine by the two men-both of them 
lenrued and cautious ontiquariaw+-who have done most to place Knox’s 
life and Knox’s WC&B in the commanding position which they TIDW 
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wcupy. I mean hia biogmpher, Thomas WC%, and the editor of the 
sir volumes of his workn, David L&g. Last, but not least, 08 I have 
incidentally mentioned already, this Antiquarian Society committed 
itself long ago to the came view. Why did the Society of Antiquaries 
join with the pmprietars of the house in a resolution to U%B every en- 
deavou to preserve itl Solely and entirely because unquestionably it 
had been the house of the Reformer. 

It~is said that tlw only wide& in favour of the house in that of tm- 
dition. Be it 80. The ly~me aneer would deprive ua of Shnkespeere’a 
birthplace at Stratford, end of Bunyan’s cottage at El&w, of half the 
articles which excited luch intense interest in the Tudor, Stuart, and 
Guelph Exhibitions, and of n large number of the treaures in our own 
Mu~useum, including John Knox’s pulpit and Jenny Geddes’ stool. Tho 
value of tradition is B question of circumstances. Than implicit accept- 
ance of everything that tradition tells us, liowevcr contrary to pmba- 
bility, there is nothing more absurd--except absolute rejection of every 
thing, hovevar probable, which atsnde only on tradition. Hem every cir- 
cumstance accords with the truth of the tradition-the fact that the house 
was admittedly in existence in Knox’s time ; its proximity to St Gild ; 
its prominent position, the nature of its ownership at the time, which 
will be referred to imudiately; and its ample internal aocommcdation, 
both natural and necessary for .s man who was in constant communication 
and intercourse with the greatest in the Land-Scotch nobility and gentry 
and foreign ambawulom-all eorreapond with what one would expect to 
find in John Knox’s house. Inside the house a room in now shown ~8 John 
Knox’8 study, which haa not only B traditional right to that name, but 
exactly accords with that u asrrl study of dnills ” (that in, aa I take it, 
lied with deals), which the Town Council ordered to be made for John 
Knox in 1561. And the amount and character of the rest of the house 
accord with the amount and character of the sccommcdntion which a 
mm in Knox’s position might be expected to pwaess. But riot only 
ought a tradition to aword with probability ; to be of any v&e it must 
be reasonably continuoea For i&ace, the traditional sitea in Jerusa- 
lem am utterly w+leea beeouse, for 300 yeam afta the death of Christ, 
no Christian WBB allowed within the Holy City. When Christians nlti- 
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rnately returned to Jerusalem they had no means whatever except the
purest conjecture for fixing the holy sites. In Edinburgh, on the
other hand, during the 300 years which have elapsed since Knox's death,
a statement as to the locality of Knox's house would inevitably be
handed on from one generation to another, down a line of unbroken
interest and belief in the Eeformer and his work. "Why that statement
should be made about the wrong house rather than the right, I cannot
imagine.

How then is it proposed to overcome this presumption 1 Partly by posi-
tive evidence derived from extant documents, and partly by certain
arguments founded on what it is suggested would probably happen.
The first requires careful consideration ; in regard to the second I shall
merely remark meantime that except it amount to necessary inference it
can never overcome the presumptions above mentioned.

Take first the positive evidence. It has been stated as if the docu-
mentary evidence as to where Knox lived in Edinburgh covered practi-
cally the whole period from his settling in Edinburgh in 1560 to his
death in 1572. But the document which formed the foundation of the
whole argument against the present house is dated 8th April 1563, nine
years before the Reformer's death, and is in no way inconsistent with
John Knox's subsequent residence in a different house from the one
mentioned in it. And the very latest of any of the writings relied on
against my view is of date 4th March 1569. I want to emphasize this
point, because, if I am stating it correctly, it results in the total failure
of my opponents to achieve their object. After doing their very worst,
they leave three years and ten months up to 24th November 1572, when
Knox died, during which they are unable to adduce any proof what-
ever against the tradition that he resided in the house in question. I
challenge their conclusions as to the preceding period. But I do so
more as an antiquarian than from my interest in the existing house.
Neither I nor the general public care much where Knox spent the
earlier years of his time in Edinburgh. What we want to see is not the
39 Castle Street, but the Abbotsford. Assume all the views of my
opponents about the years from 1560 to 1563, or even to 1569, to be cor-
rect. If the last three, nearly four, years are left untouched, there is
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sufficient for every lover of the house to identify in it the place where
Knox spent part of the crowning years of his unique career, and which
witnessed the death of the greatest clergyman and the greatest statesman
whom Scotland has yet produced.

But, while no evidence is forthcoming relating to these latter years,
four suggestions have been made to justify the belief, or rather, I should
say, the impression—for they could never justify a belief—that Knox was
not resident during these years in the present house.

First, it is said that the titles of the house make no mention of Knox.
This is the suggestion of a layman, which to any one skilled in title-
deeds will only provoke a smile. You look in titles for the names of
proprietors, not tenants; and I know neither evidence nor probability
that Knox owned any part of the house in question.

Second, it is alleged that the house belonged in Knox's time to James
Mosman, the goldsmith, and that the Town Council Kecords contain no
entries of payment of rent to James Mosman. Neither they do ; they
do not contain payment of rent after 1569 to James Mosman or to any-
body else, for the very good reason that, as the Council Eecords show,
Knox was getting in these later years a regular stipend, out of which he
evidently paid his own house rent. His stipend from the town, not to
speak of an extra salary also paid to him, was considerably higher than
the salary of the Judges of the Court of Session, and not much lower
than that of the English Judges of the same period.

Third, it is objected that the house is not referred to as John Knox's
in such works of last century as Hugo Arnot's History of Edinburgh, or
Maitland's History of Edinburgh. This argument ignores the point of
view from which these works were written. Even a cursory perusal of
them shows that their authors dealt with Knox only in his public
capacity, and evinced neither interest in him nor knowledge of him in
his private life. They neither refer to this house nor to any other
house as occupied by him. -Besides, this argument proves too much.
It would equally disprove the authenticity of Moray House, Queensberry
House, and many other residences of eminent persons, none of which
are associated in these histories with these persons. If my opponents
pursue this method of reasoning far enough, they may earn the proud
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epitaph of having deprived Edinburgh of all her most interesting
mansions.

Suggestion number four is founded on the alleged recent origin of the
tradition. It does not appear to be mentioned in any earlier printed
work than Stark's Picture of Edinburgh, published in 1806. Two
observations, in addition to what has been already said, fall to be made
under this head. First, to be of any force, earlier works must be produced
in which the tradition is absent, and where it would naturally have been
expected to receive notice. None are put forward except Arnot's and
Maitland's Histories, neither of which are in point. In truth, Stark's
was the first of the modern guide-book series. But, second, in Stark's
book the tradition is dealt with as something well known to all and
accepted by all; just as it is in 1811, in Dr M'Crie's first edition of his
Life of Knox, and, as I shall point out immediately, it is somewhat
singular, if the tradition was an invention referable to that period, that no
one should have then made the discovery and exposed the fraud. A part of
what Stark says is worth quoting:—"Among the antiquities of Edinburgh
may be mentioned the house of the great Scottish Reformer, John Knox.
It stands on the north side, at the foot of the High Street, and projecting
into the street, reduces it nearly one half of its width." Then after a
description of the front, he adds, " The edifice itself is one of the oldest
stone houses in Edinburgh. As in the course of the improvements of
the city this building will in a few years perhaps be removed, it is to be
wished that the sculptured stones could be preserved, in memory of a
man who, whatever were his faults, by his bold eloquence and undaunted
conduct pulled down the fabric of a superstition which had shackled
the mind for ages."

If then there is neither evidence nor plausible suggestion to overcome
the tradition that Knox lived in the present house during the last three
or four years of his life, let us accept meanwhile all the views propounded
by Dr Miller in reference to the preceding period, and observe the strong
probabilities thence arising in favour of the house as Knox's residence
during his later years. We are told that at 4th March 1569, when
the documentary evidence ends, Knox was inhabiting Robert Mowbray's
house, then in the possession of John Adamson and his wife Bessy Otter-
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bourne. According to Dr Miller that was a back tenement, and therefore
out of public view and access, and almost necessarily badly lighted. What
more natural than that Knox, in his later and most honoured years,
accustomed to entertain ambassadors and the Lords of the Congregation,
accustomed to receive messengers from the Court, should have been
provided or should have provided himself with a house fronting the
street, and with apartments more spacious than any house behind could
have contained ? Then it appears from the Town Council Minutes, dated
1568 and 1569, that not only was the house he inhabited during those
years in bad repair, but that his landlord John Adamson and his spouse
were unwilling to put their house into proper repair for Knox's accommo-
dation. These facts make it still more probable that Knox would remove
from a house so dilapidated and so churlishly administered.

Assume, then, that John Kuox's house was from 1569 to 1572 the
property of James Mosman, the jeweller, an adherent of Queen
Mary's cause, who was hanged as a traitor in 1573, is there any impro-
bability in Knox being Mosman's tenant during those years ? It cannot
be suggested that Mosman must, necessarily have lived in the house
himself, because Mosman had other houses in Edinburgh, specially in
Forrester's "Wynd and in Liberton's Wynd. He was what we would now
call a property speculator, or very probably these heritages may have
come to him in banking transactions in connection with bad debts. His
age was one of money-lending, discountenanced by the law, but openly
carried on under an elaborate system of ingenious devices in conveyancing
for evading the statutes against usury.

I would be quite content to leave the matter on the footing above
explained, namely, that no reason whatever has been shown for doubting
the accuracy of the tradition that Knox lived in the house in question
during the portion of the last three years of his life which he spent in
Edinburgh, and died there. But since the matter has been stirred, I
think it is right to point out shortly the grave doubts which the very
documents founded on by Dr Miller throw on his whole theory, even in
reference to the earlier period from 1560 to 4th March 1569, and to indi-
cate the reasons which exist for believing that, at all events for a portion
of that time, Knox resided in the house now associated with his name.
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The view against me as to the period from 1560 to 1569 involves two
assumptions: First, that Knox resided all the time from 1560 to 1569
in Eohert Mowbray's house, and second, that Mowbray's house was a back
tenement, and therefore cannot be the house in question.

Consider, first, the assumption that Kuox resided all the time in
Mowbray's house.

My first observation is that for at least fifteen months of the time
Knox did not reside in that or any other house in Edinburgh. Eizzio
was murdered on 9th March 1566. Knox was suspected, I believe quite
unjustly, of complicity in the murder. He fled within a few days there-
after, first to Kyle, and then to England. Before the end of the month
—as Randolph, the English ambassador, writing from Berwick to the
Earl of Bedford mentions—Knox's house, along with the houses of the
others suspected of complicity in the murder, was, to use his own words,
" taken and spoiled." That meant that John Knox would take away his
few books, and that his furniture and other goods would be appropriated
or destroyed. Such an occurrence was very likely to have broken the
continuity of Knox's residence, and to have led him, when he returned
in June or July 1567, into a different house. The same conclusion is
borne out by the different names of the proprietors to whom Knox's house
maill was paid by the Town Council. Not to mention the earlier names
of John Cairns and others prior to November 1560, we find house maill
paid to Robert Mowbray between 1560 and 1564, to Robert Scott's
spouse in 1566, and to John Adamson and Bessy Otterbourne in 1568
and 1569. In regard to Robert Scott's spouse, it cannot be said that
Robert Mowbray was dead in 1566, because the register of deeds
in the Town Council Chambers shows that Robert Mowbray was dealing
in property oil 10th May 1567. From the evidence as a whole
I conclude that while Knox certainly occupied Mowbray's house from
Martinmas 1560 till sometime in 1564, it is almost certain that he was
in other houses between 1564 and 1569. Assuming now that Mowbray's
house was not identical with the present house, there is nothing to show
that for a part of the time Kuox was not in the present house, as well as
during the subsequent period from 1569 to his death in 1572. Thus
assuming Mowbray's house not to have been the present house, as to which
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I shall speak immediately, the case 'against the present house is reduced
to this, that Knox was not in it from November 1560 to November 1564,
that is, for four years out of the twelve during which more or less contin-
uously he resided in Edinburgh.

To come now to the second question—Is the present house proved
not to have been the one belonging to Mowbray ?

This can be considered from two points of view. It might be proved
that the present house was James Mosman's, in which case it might be
plausibly argued that it could not have been Mowbray's, although even
that inference would need to be taken under reservation of those com-
plicated wadset transactions so unintelligible to laymen, under which
you often had truly two separate proprietors, the one the real and the
other the ostensible. It is the knowledge of such transactions as these
which always makes lawyers slow to accept views 011 Scotch feudal
conveyancing from antiquarians who do not fully understand the highly
technical documents in which they are contained.

But there is another method of proof. Positive evidence may be
adduced to show that Mowbray's house was in a different situation from
that occupied by the present house. Both methods have been tried,
and, as I read the documents, both have failed.

The identification of the house as Mosman's rests on statements of
alleged identifications of certain fixed points. The ground of these
identifications has not been stated. But in a question of this sort,
where everything depends on the correct scientific reading of mediaeval
Latin documents, I must decline to accept any such identifications with-
out a full recital of the steps by which they are reached. The docu-
ments must be set out because each of them will require separate con-
sideration, both of its meaning and of its trustworthiness. A pretty
extensive acquaintance with documents of the period in question does
not incline me to place absolute trust either in their verbal or general
accuracy. The conveyancing of the period was full of legal and actual
fictions. Cases are not unknown where false boundaries were deliber-
ately introduced into titles, in order, by prescriptive possession, to acquire
ground to which the possessor had no right whatever. These words of
warning would be pertinent, even if we had original deeds still extant.
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But we have not even got copies of them. We have only a description
of a feudal transaction taken by the Town Clerk or one of his subordi-
nates, who might, for aught that we can tell, be the most inexact and
inaccurate of men. It is a delusion born of happy ignorance to speak
as if the entries in the Town Clerk's protocol books were unquestionably
accurate. The untrustworthiness of protocol books was notorious. It
was their very untrustworthiness that procured for us our model system
of land registration. A statute of 1604, passed to remedy their abuses,
states that " his Majesty's subjects had suffered great hurt by a number
of the protocols being vitiated and destroyed, by riving out of the
leaves, inserting leaves of new paper, falsifying instruments thereupon,
and altering the dates of others." That is the sort of mess of pottage
on account of which it is gravely suggested that we should give up what
every Scotsman considers a part of his birthright! It would, in my
view, be nothing short of absurd to peril the existence of one of Edin-
burgh's greatest sources of interest, as is proposed to be done, on the
verbal accuracy of a few words, I might say one word, in—not an
original document, or even a compared copy—but only a jotting of a
transaction made by a municipal official of absolutely unknown capacity.

Consider now the positive evidence adduced in support of the view
that Mowbray's house was in a different situation from the present one.
It consists of an isolated entry, dated 8th April 1563, in one of the
protocol books kept by the Town Clerk or the Common Clerk, as he was
then called, Alexander Guthrie. Now it is right to notice that entries
in any such books, however accurately kept, require to be used with
caution. For instance, when looking into the subject some years ago, I
thought I had made a great discovery when I found in the protocol
books of "William Stewart, senior, under date 8th and 15th January
1560, references to a house belonging to John Knox. But a further
study, not merely of the protocol books, but of the facts of the Re-
former's life, satisfied me that the John Knox of the 1560 protocol books
could not have been the Eeformer, and that I had lighted on a genuine
specimen of the genus mare's nest. Further, as already hinted, the
value of such books depends entirely on the accuracy of the particular
Town Clerk. I have no doubt from the name that this Town Clerk was
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a most admirable person, but an examination of his protocol books did
not satisfy me that he was specially reliable in respect of accuracy.
For instance, I found on folio 40 of the book kept by him an infeftment
in favour of the same Eobert Mowbray, of certain lands on the south side of
the High Street. The southern boundary of these lands is stated to be the
Nether Bow. But from the context it appears that the Nether Bow
must have been on the east of the property. By a clerical blunder, the
Nether Bow is said to be " ex australi parte," instead of " ex orientali
parte." This looks a trifling blunder; but, as will presently appear, if
Alexander Guthrie or his subordinate made the same mistake with
Eobert Mowbray's other property, then the whole basis of the argument
in favour of Mowbray's house having been in a different situation from
the present house disappears. Other holes in Alexander Guthrie's work
might easily be picked. For instance, he narrates that the bailie of the
burgh who appeared at Eobert Mowbray's infeftment was an honourable
man, Andrew Sklater; but when subsequently the very same bailie is
referred to, he is called " the foresaid Baillie, Mr John Spence." I make
these observations, not with the view of putting aside these documents
as valueless, but to show the absurdity of the view which accepts every-
thing reduced to a written record, and rejects everything which has
come down by oral tradition. Both equally need examination, because
in both you may have innocent mistakes, and in both you may have
deliberate misrepresentation.

Assume, however, the perfect accuracy of this single isolated entry in
Alexander Guthrie's protocol books, on which the whole case against
the identification of Eobert Mowbray's house with the present John
Knox's house is perilled. The view against me is that the boundaries
of Mowbray's house are stated in the entry dated 8th April 1563, and
that these boundaries show that the house was a back tenement, having
a front tenement belonging to some one else facing the street. If this
be correct in all its details, it follows that the present house, which is
unquestionably a front tenement, could not have been Mowbray's house,
and that in 1563 John Knox could not have been residing in the present
house. Of course it leaves unaffected the question of where Knox
lived during the nine subsequent years before his death.
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The entry is as follows :—
" Et ibidem praefatus Eobertus totam et integram magnum suam man-

sionem et edificium unacum horto et oauda ejusdem nunc inhabitatam
per Joannem Knox ministrum cum suis pertinentibus jacen infra dictum
tenementum inter Borealem Lacum dicti burgi ex boreali et anteriorem
terram dicti tenementi ex australi partibus."

I translate the Latin thus :—
" And there the foresaid Kobert (resigned) all and whole his large

dwelling-house and building, along with a garden and appendage of the
same, now inhabited by John Knox, minister, with its pertinents, lying
beneath the said tenement, between the North Loch of the said burgh on
the north and the front land of the said tenement on the south parts."

The translation is simple enough ; any schoolboy might do it. But
the most skilled conveyancers may differ as to the effect of the passage.
What is the "said tenement"? Are the boundaries applicable to Robert
Mowbray's whole property, or only to the garden and appendages 1 On
the answers to these questions depends the whole theory that Kobert
Mowbray's house did not face the street. It is enough for my purpose
that the matter is left by the Town Clerk in doubt, and that, to say the
least of it, there is much to be said for the reading, which, if correct,
would make Robert Mowbray the owner of a tenement stretching with
its garden and appendage the whole way from the North Loch on the
north to the High Street on the south.

In coming to a right judgment on the whole matter, the construction
of the house itself cannot be put out of sight. It really contains two
houses, one which was formerly entered by a stair with an opening
opposite to the Fountain Well, and the other entering by an outside stair
facing the High Street. It is not at all impossible that Knox may
during part of the period have only inhabited one of these houses, both
of which are now included in the present John Knox's house ; so that
even if Dr Miller's front tenement had any existence, it would be suffi-
ciently satisfied by applying the name to the portion of the house enter-
ing by the outside stair, leaving the back part as the portion actually in-
habited by Knox and his family.

In conclusion, the matter may be summed up thus :—The direct evi-
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dence adduced against the authenticity of the house has been shown to
stop in 1563, leaving nine years unaffected. The unfavourable infer-
ences which are sought to be deduced from later documents have been
restricted to 1569, leaving fully three years unaffected; while the sug-
gestions tending to throw doubt on Knox's residence in the house during
the three years and ten months subsequent to that date have been shown
to be devoid of weight. At the very worst, therefore, those interested
in the authenticity of John Knox's house are left with a period of between
three and four years during which not even a reasonable doubt of the
accuracy of the hitherto universally received tradition has been suggested.
In regard to the prior period all that has been proved is what no skilled
person ever doubted, namely that John Knox did not live in the house
during the whole period.

I close with a point which I commend to the serious consideration of
those who may still retain any lingering doubts of the genuineness of
our ancient house.

As already mentioned, four years ago I had to expose the absurd
suggestion made in the London Standard that John Knox's house
was first erected not more than forty years ago. The assailants of the
house now repudiate that view entirely, arguing strenuously that the
faults of the house are not by any means those of youth. Indeed,
according to them, it is a very ancient sinner, hoary in its fraud, having
successfully deceived at least two generations of credulous Scots and
simple-minded foreigners. It is not denied that from its age, its situation,
its accommodation, its ownership, it might have been Knox's house; but
it is said it was not. Why ? Because the tradition associating it with
Knox is of recent origin. Disprove that, and this new assault will be as
effectually silenced as the other was. The proof is not far to seek. As
I have said, it implies ignorance to expect statements about the situa-
tion of John Knox's house or any similar person's house in the old his-
tories, which regarded all such trivialities as beneath their dignity. But
there is no better proof than that of necessary inference. Here it is.

It is suggested, if not positively asserted, that the tradition originated
with Stark in 1806. He was an Edinburgh printer, not a stranger to be
gulled by native wags. So I suppose the charge is that Stark deliberately
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invented the tradition. At that time Edinburgh possessed five newspapers:
the Caledonian Mercury, the Courant, the Edinburgh Advertizer, the
Edinburgh Herald, and the Weekly Journal, and one magazine, the Scots
Magazine. It is strange that none of these publications should have
pounced upon this deliberate fraud, and exposed it to public scorn. It is
startling to think that Dr M'Crie, writing his life of Knox at the same
period—for his first edition was published in 1811—should have lent
himself to a fraud so transparent because so recent. But something
stranger remains behind. As mentioned already, in 1849 a fierce
discussion took place between the authorities of the Dean of Guild
Court on the one hand, and the proprietors of the house, along with
the Antiquarian Society, on the other. It was fought not only in the
Dean of Guild Court, but in the leader and letter columns of the Scots-
man, the Witness, the Caledonian Mercury, and the Scottish Free Press.
The one side urged the removal of the house because it was ruinous and
an obstruction to the thoroughfare. The other urged its preservation
because Knox had resided in it. At that time there were thousands
of persons in Edinburgh whose memories stretched back far behind the
time of Stark's alleged invention. The history of the house became the
subject of enquiry by the most skilled antiquarians of the day. Its age
and the character of its construction was reported on by such architects
as Thomas Hamilton, David Bryce, and R "W. Billings. The preserva-
tion of the house was not defended on account of its age. Edinburgh
possessed at that time many houses equally old, if not older. It was
urged, and successfully urged, solely on the ground of its having been
the residence of Knox. If it was not his residence, then the only grounds
for its retention disappeared. Why, I should like to know, was the view
now presented not even so much as hinted at by those who desired the
removal of the house 1 If the view of the recent origin of the tradition
is correct, that must have "been known to those who took part in the
controversy. Is it conceivable that they would have omitted an argu-
ment which lay on the very surface of the question, and the establishment
of which would have been absolutely fatal to the views of those who desired
to retain the house, because it would have removed the only ground on
account of which they desired its retention 1 The only conclusion which
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I can draw is that Stark merely repeated and handed on a well-founded
tradition which had come down in unbroken sequence from Knox's own
time.

" Magna est veritas et prevalebit." True. Let us, if truth demands
the sacrifice, give up John Knox's house, and all the sites associated
with the men who have given to Scottish history any interest and impor-
tance which it possesses. But if part with them we must, it will only
be on positive proof, not on abstract possibilities; on evidence, not on
conjectures. Such evidence, such proof—if it exists—has still to be pro-
duced.

MONDAY, 13th April 1891.

PEOPESSOR DUNS, D.D., in the Chair.

A Ballot having been taken, the following Gentlemen were duly
elected Fellows :—

WILLIAM GARSON, W.S., 5 Albyn Place.
WILLIAM D. HEERIES, Yr. of Spottes, Spottes Hall, Dalbeattie.
WILLIAM BIRNIE RHIND, Sculptor, St Helen's, Cambridge Street.
CECIL R. GILLIES SMITH, 35 Drumsheugh Gardens.
WILLIAM M'CoMBiE SMITH, Persie, Blairgowrie.
J. A. MACONOCHIE WELLWOOD, of Meadowbank, Kirknewton.

The following Donations to the Museum and Library were laid on
the table, and thanks voted to the Donors:—

(1) By PATRICK DUDGEON of Cargen, F.S.A. Scot.
Axe of Greenstone with groove round the upper part; two large

arrow-heads of Chert, and one of Quartzite—from Martin County,
Minnesota.

(2) By Dr ALLAN MACNAUGHTON, Taynuilt, F.S.A. Scot.
Two Socket Stones found in Muckairn Burying-ground, and two

from Bal-an-deoir, Parish of Muckairn.
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(3) By Dr ROBERT DE BRUS TROTTER, Perth.
Wooden Machine used in last century for weaving fringes—from

Cowdenbeath, Fifeshire.

(4) By Miss BROWN of Lanfine, Ayrshire.
Mould of Serpentine, for casting implements of unknown use—found

at Trochrig, Ayrshire. This mould, which measures 16^ inches in
length, 9J inches in breadth, and about 2£ inches in thickness, has on
one side five different hollows for casting objects, the precise purpose
of which is uncertain, while on the other side is a large oval hollow
apparently for a similar purpose. The mould was found in 1857, in
draining, about 600 yards south-west of the old Castle of Trochrigg, at
a depth of 3 feet underground. It was exhibited to the Society 9th
February 1852 [see Proceedings, vol. i. p. 45], and until now has been
represented in the Museum by a cast.

(5) By Rev. Dr GRIGOE, Pitsligo.
Highland Brooch of Brass, 3| inches diameter, with engraved orna-

Fig. 1. Highland Brooch of Brass from Pitsligo.
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mentation on one side only. The front of the brooch is divided into
four equal spaces by circles, and in each quadrant is placed alternately a
crouching beast and a triplet of leafage. The pin has apparently been
renewed, though not at a recent period, and a portion of some older
mounting of brass has been riveted on to the brooch to hold the pin, in
default of the usual tongue in the middle of the slit, which seems to
have got worn or broken. Nothing is known of the history of the
brooch, except that it has been long known in the parish.

(6) By the KEEPER OF THE RECORDS OF SCOTLAND.
Registrant Magni Sigilli Regum Scotorum, 1593-1608.

(7) By the AYRSHIRE AND GALLOWAY ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
Muniments of the Royal Burgh of Irvine. Vol. I.

(8) By the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington.
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. XXVI.; Smithsonian

Reports, 1887 and 1888; Reports of the United States National
Museum for 1887 and 1888.

(9) By the BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, U.S.
Fifth and Sixth Annual Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology,

Washington.

(10) By the MINISTER FOR MINES, Sydney.
Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales, Nos. 4—7 ;

Records of the Geological Survey of New South Wales, Vol. II., Parts
i. and ii.

(11) By JAMBS CURLE, Jr., F.S.A. Scot.
Catalogue of the National Historical Museum, Stockholm. By Dr

Oscar Montelius. Translated by Chas. H. Derby, B.A. 8vo. 1890.

(12) By GENERAL PITT RIVERS, F.S.A. Scot.
King John's House, Tolland Royal, Wilts. 4to. 1890. Privately

printed.
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(13) By the EXECUTORS of the late Eev. Dr EOGEES, F.S.A.
Scot.

Wallace Monument Reports, 2 vols., and Monumental Reports, 1
vol.

(14) By Sir JAMES D. MARWICK, F.S.A. Scot., the Author.
List of Markets and Fairs as now and formerly held in Scotland.

(15) By WILLIAM BAIRD, F.S.A. Scot., the Author.
The F.C. Congregation of Portobello, including a Sketch of the

Origin and Rise of the Town.

(16) By the HONYMAN G-ILLESPIE TRUSTEES, through JAS.
URQUHART, F.S.A. Scot.

The Argument a priori for the Being of the Absolute One, &c. By
William Honyman Gillespie, of Torebanehill. 8vo.

(17) By W. RAE MACDONALD, F.S.A. Scot.
The Construction: of the Canon of Logarithms. By Napier of

Merchiston. And a Catalogue of the Various Editions of his Works.

(18) By the SOCIETY OF WRITERS TO THE SIGNET.
Catalogue of the Signet Library, Part HI., with Supplement and

Index.

(19) By the MASTER OF THE ROLLS.
Flores Historiarum, Vols. I. and III.; Calendars of State Papers,

Domestic, 1644-45; Ireland, 1592-96; Acts of Privy Council of
England, New Series, Vol. II.; Catalogue of Ancient Deeds in the
Record Office, Vol. I.; Letters and Papers, Henry VIII., Vol. XII.,
Part. i.; Calendar of Committee for Compoxmding, Part 11.

The following Communications were read :—


